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We have determined the absolute mass and radial scattering density distribution of tobacco 
mosaic virus in the frozen-hydrated state by energy-filtered low-dose bright-field 
transmission electron microscopy. The absolute magnitude of electron scattering from 
tobacco mosaic virus in 150 nm of ice was within 3.0% of that predicted, with inelastic 
scattering accounting for -80% of the scattering contrast. In order to test the accuracy of 
the radial reconstruction, a computer model of tobacco mosaic virus was built from the 
atomic co-ordinates assuming uniform solvent density. The validity of the model was 
confirmed by comparison of X-ray scattering and predictions of the model (R factor = 0.05). 
First-order corrections for the microscope contrast transfer function were necessary and 
sufficient for conversion of the cryo-electron microscopy images into accurate 
representations of the mass density. At 1.9 nm resolution the compensated reconstruction 
and model had density peaks of similar magnitude at 2.4, 4.2, 6.0 and 7.8 nm radius and a 
central hole of 2 nm radius. Equatorial Fourier transforms of the corrected electron images 
were in excellent agreement with predictions of the model (R factor = 912). Thus, the 
uniform solvent approximation was adequate at 1.9 nm resolution to describe quantitatively 
X-ray scattering in liquid water and electron imaging in vitreous ice. This is the first 
demonstration that cryo-electron microscopy images can be used to quantitate the absolute 
mass, mass per unit length and internal density distributions of proteins and nucleic acids. 

Keywords: inelastic scattering; energy-filtration; mass analysis; contrast transfer function: 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of “image reconstruction” is to 
determine the mass densities within molecules by 
analysis of the int,ensities within images. The wide- 
spread application of electron microscopy (EMS) to 
represent the internal structure of biological 
molecules makes it important to evaluate the 
accuracy of those representations. 

Most specimens used for EM are stained with 
heavy atoms to enhance image contrast and 
preserve the structure against dehydration and 
radiation damage. Although the images represent 
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SAbbreviations used: EM, electron microscopy; 
STEM, scanning transmission EM; CTF, contrast 
transfer function; TMV, tobacco mosaic virus. 

the sizes, shapes and locations of biological 
molecules, they are not useful for quantitation of 
mass, mass per unit length or mass per unit volume, 
because the image intensities are dominated by 
scattering from stain bound to or excluded from the 
molecules. 

Bright-field and dark-field images of unstained 
dehydrated molecules have been used for quantita- 
tive microscopy (e.g. see Zeitler & Bahr? 1957, 1962; 
Brakenhoff, 1974; Lamvik & Langmore, 1977). The 
best information can be obtained from images 
recorded by dark-field scanning transmission elec- 
tron microscopy (STEM) of unstained, frozen-dried 
biological specimens (for a review, see Wall & 
Hainfeld, 1986). STEM analyses have the advan- 
tages of high image contrast without the use of 
heavy-atom stains or phase contrast, and direct 
electronic recording of the images. The dis- 
advantage of STEM is the distortion caused by 
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f’rccze-drying, which limits rcbsolution 1,~) 2 to 4 rim 
(Wall & Hainfeld. 1986). 

M’lr%hocls to pwwrvc arid image hiol0gica.l 
molrc.ules in thin layers of vitreous ice have created 
ti(‘w possibilit.it~s for quant,itativo ICM. Vitrificat,ion 
of’ hiologiral specimens minimizes many of thr arti- 
facts assoc4ated wit,h other preparative techniques 
(‘l’a?;lor & Claeser. 1974. 1976: Dubochrt~ et al.. 1982: 
fi)r reviews. see (‘hiu. 1986: Stewart & Vigcrs. 1986: 
I)uhocshet d ~1.. 1988). liright-field imagilly of 
fl,ozen-hvr1ratt.d specimens has emerged as :i reli- 
ahlc. high-resolution technique to tlxarnintl 
molecules in their native hydrated (.onfornlatic)~I. 
(‘rye-IDI images. however, have low rontras;t 
~JP~:~IR~ of the similarity b&ween t.he density of 
hiologic~al material and t,he density of vit,reouh ic*fi. 
‘I‘hr~ images also contain a high background of 
inelastic scattering. To overcome the low signal and 
high background. cry+images are typically 
tx~c~ordt4 1 to 3 pm underfocus 1.0 maximize ~~hase 

(aontrast.. The int,roduction of phase cdontrast 
however. significantly complicates the quantitativrh 
analysis of the images. 

The phase contrast in images of thin specimens 
cxn be predicted by t,he fir&order theory of image 
fi)rmation (Erickson, 1971: Erickson & Klug, 1971). 
However. the theory neglects inetast<ic scattering. 
which ordinarily contributes a majority of thr scat- 
tered electrons in the images of frozen-hydrated 
samples (Langmore & Athey. 1987: Langmore ef nl.. 

1990; Srhrijder r>t ~1.. 1990: Langmore & Smith. 
1992). The primary effect of inelastic scattering is t)o 
reduce phase contrast hy reducing the coherence of 
t bra transmitted ~~lectrons. A4 secondarv effrlct is to 

increase scattering contrast by chromatic a,berration 
in the focusing of the energy-loss electrons. 
Removal of the inelastically scattered electrons by 
use of an energy filter reduces image background 
(increasing contrast and reducing statist’ical noise) 
and provides beneficial inelastic scat~tering contrast 
(I.angmore & Smith, 1992). 

The relationship between object densit>y, and 
phase and scattering contrast is commonly 
described by the microscope contrast> transfer t%nc.- 
t,ion (CTF). Ilnder t;he defocused conditions that 
impart beneficial phase contrast to t’he images. the 
image intensit’ies bear little resemblance to the 
object, due to the dependence of t,he CTF upon 
spatial frequency. Compensation (i.e. correction) for 
t.hr CTF is theoretically possible, hut implemen- 
tation has been rare (Erickson & Mug, 1971: 
Toyoshima & Unwin, 1988, 1990). Usually the 
image intensities are compensated for phase 
contrast only, not compensated at all, or taken from 
electron or X-ray diffraction results. The firstf t,wo 
approaches have been rationalized by arguments 
that the C’TF has little effect at low resolution. 
Although t’he theoretical CTF for different imaging 
conditions has been illustrated (e.g. see Stewart & 
Tigers. 1986), t.he experimental effects of the CTF 
upon the images have not been studied except by 
Lepault & Leonard (1985), who showed that defocus 
had a substantial effect on the images of bacterio- 

phagc T-t tails and Ihat for low spatial l’rc~c111~nG~ 
ignorin# thth (“I’F was hrttt,r than (*otnpc~nsat ing fiir 
phase c.otltrast alone. ‘I’hc lack of t.onticl~~tlc~r in 
compensation of the (YTF is illust,rated I)>. t h(, hi& 
resolution carve-EM stud\. of t~olufc~o n1osaic' virllh 
(TMV) I)y .l&,p it (I/. (lk89). Thr,y c~nc~lucl~~l that 
“the amplitudes det,erminrd by eltlctrotl microsc~oI~> 
are in f’rror. hecause of the dificulties in c*orrtlcat ing 
accurately for thtl (‘TF.“ Therrfor~r. t1espit.c~ t h(l tk(.t 
that RN ih t.hought to IW most rrliahlt~ ;~t IOK 
resolution. .Jrng rl al. (1!)89) tliscartlr~d iniagch 
information iLt spaGal f’tvcluencif~h It%:, I hall 

02 nm ’ and suhstituttbd information from S -ra!- 
c~rystatlography, which is usually regarded w being 
inaccuratr at. low rrsohition. I)fqit <’ tiumerous 
studies of biological tnolc~c~ulrs in icbr. tht,rcl has n~~vf~r 
been a cluantitativc! rvaluat,iotl 01’ the c~orrll~f~t~sat~t~tl 
images of biological molecules of kno\vn bt rxc~t IIW. 

We Ilstd TM;I\ to vrrifl t ht. accura(‘y (II’ Irsing 
electroil image int,ensit,irs to drt.ermill~ tti~ ;~itsolut~ 
internal clensitirs of a fro7,en-t-Iyrlra~,(~(l I~iolOgic~i~l 
molecule. A caomputer modrl of TM\ \VWS hrrilt from 
atomic. co-ordinates assuming uniform ~ol\t~tll 

density. The validit,y of the model was c~otrfirmr~cl 1)~ 

comparison of t.he predicted and <~xperimt~nt.al 
X-ray resu1t.s at tow resolution. .A radial drtrisit> 
distribution at 1.9 nm resolution \va,s ~alclllat~d 
from thr cA0mpensatc.d electron images and 

compared with the model. (‘ompensation for the 
(ITF was necessary and sufficient t.o x<*~~ratt:ly 
reconstruct molecular densitirs. The only ckm1Jiricaal 
parameter necacsxary for compensation was tlet~rr 
mined from two irnages of t.hr same molrc+ulrs. The 
absolute values of contrast from RNA and protein. 
and the t,otal amount of t+Mic and inrlast.ic* scat- 
tering agreed welt with the predictions. ‘I’hrL results 
confirm (at 1.9 nm resolution) the abilit!. to tnodel 
scattering of X-rays i1rltl the imaging of t~ltY*trotls 
using uniform solvent densitit>s. and i)hti ahilit\- of 
cryo-E:M ret-onstructions to quant.itat ivrly rt:prr~- 
sent the internal derrsitirs of l)rottGtlh and 
nucleoproteins. 

2. Materials and Methods 

TMI’ specimens werr suspended over holey carbon 
films, frozen and transferred using standard techniques 
(Dubochet et al., 19%). Bright-field images were recorded 
with a Zeiss EM902 opera.ted at 80 ke\’ using a 90 pm 
objective aperture. Kodak SO-163 was developed in full 
strength II-19 at 68°C” f'or I2 min. The cold stage was 
maintained at’ I 15 K during examination. Inelast’icalty 
scattered electrons were filtered from the images by a 
spectrometer slit that had an effective width of’ 17 e\‘. 
Removal of inelasticaily scattered rlect,rons increased 
image contrast about 4-fold. as reported (Langmore & 
Athey, 1987; Langmore et al., 3990; Schriider rt al., 1990: 
1,angmore & Smith. 1992). Specimen areas wit,h vitreous 
ice were located at 3000 x magnification. The microscope 
was focused at 85,000 x magnification on an area - I3 pm 
from the area of interest. Modifications to the microdose 
focusing system allowed for the pre-irradiation of the 
imaged area to be < 3 x 10e4 electrons/nm2. Two low-dose 
images were made at 80,300 x magnification with an 
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incident intensity of 200 electrons/rim’ per s. The first 
image was recorded for 3 s at 780 nm underfocus, and was 
used for the radial density determination. The second 
image was recorded for 6 s at an additional underfocus of 
3840 nm. and was used for the angle refinement and 
defocus calculations. The positions of the minima in the 
Fourier transform of the adjacent carbon film in the 
second image were used to determine the defocus of the 
images. Ice thickness was estimated to be 150 nm from 
the ratio of the ire background to the incident intensity. 
assuming mean free path lengths of 280 nm for elastic 
scattering and 180 nm for inelastic scattering (Langmore 
& Smith, 1992). The efficiency of removal of inelastic 
scattering from the images was 1.0 (Langmore & Smith. 
1992). 

(b) Image recording and processing 

Electron micrographs were digitized as 512 x 386 pixel 
images using a STAR1 cooled CCD (Photometrics Ltd., 
Tucson, AZ, U.S.A.) equipped with a Kikon Micro-Wikor 
(focal length, 55 mm; aperture, f8.0). The CCD had con- 
tiguous 23 pm x 23 pm pixels. The micrographs were 
placed on a light box and digitized with a pixel size of 
639 nm on t.he specimen. The density of the film image 
was calculated using the relationship D,(z,y) = -log 
(Ti(z,y)/Z’b(x.y)]. where T,(r) is the transmitted light 
intensity on the film image and T, is the transmitted light 
intensity at the same position on the light box without 
the image. The electron intensity was calculated using the 
relationship Z(z,y) = K [D,(z,y)-Dr]: where D, is the 
density of the film without any electron exposure and K is 
the film speed. The value of K is about @45 electrons/~m2. 
Magnification was calculated to be 30,300 x , from the 
position of the 2.3 nm third layer line of TMV. Image 
processing was performed using the EMPRO program 
package (Smith et al., 1990) on a Silicon Gra,phics IRIS 
2500T workstation (Silicon Graphics, Inc.. Mountain 
View, (:A. U.S.A.). 

(c) Computer modeling of TM V and solvent 

TMV models were built on a Silicon Graphics IRIS 
4D/220GTX from the atomic co-ordinates at 629 nm 
resolution (Samba et al.? 1989) obtained from the Brook- 
haven National Laboratory Protein Data Bank. The 
C-terminal residues 155 to 158 were not included in the 
co-ordinate map due to very high temperature factors 
(Samba et a/., 1989). Solvent scattering was modeled as 
described by Langridge et al. (1960), which assumes 
uniform solvent density and does not make any assump- 
tion about the exact boundary between solvent and bio- 
logical molecule. The effective scattering from a particular 
amino acid or ribonucleotide was represented by the 
molecular scattering minus the scattering of an equal 
volume of solvent. The solvent density was assumed to be 
I.0 g/cm3 for liquid water and 0.92 g/cm3 for vitreous ice. 
The solvent volume excluded by each amino acid was 
represented by the measured molecular volumes 
(Zamyatnin, 1972). The ribonucleotide volumes were 
calculated from the partial specific volume of REA 
(Cammarano et al., 1972) and the ribonucleotide 
molecular weight. Three-dimensional models were built 
by placing the amino acid and ribonucleotide effective 
molecular scattering at the co-ordinates of the a-carbons 
and phosphorus atoms, respectively. The results were the 
same if all non-hydrogen atom positions were used. 

Electron scattering amplitudes were derived from the 
theoretical atomic scattering amplitudes in the forward 

direction (from Schafer et al., 1971). Electron scattering 
int,ensities were calculated from the elastic and inelastic 
scattering cross-sections. Elastic cross-sections were 
calculated from the scattering amplitudes reported by 
Schafer et al. (1971), assuming a 90 pm objective aperture. 
Inelastic cross-sections were estimated from the data of 
Wall et al. (1974), assuming a spectrometer efficiency of 
loo?/, as shown by Langmore & Smith (1992). Mass 
densities were derived by placing the amino acid and 
ribonucleotide molecular weights at the co-ordinates of 
the u-carbon and phosphorus atoms, respectively. 

Two-dimensional models of the TMV scattering ampli- 
tudes. scattering intensities and mass densities were 
calculated by projection of the three-dimensional ampli- 
tudes cross-sections and densities ont’o a plane. TMV 
projections were averaged over 6 different rotational 
orientations of the models. The S-dimensional represen- 
tations were projected down the fiber axes to represent 
l-dimensional distributions perpendicular to the axis. The 
model projections had a pixel size of 0.1 nm. 

(d) TM V image projection 

The experimental TMV image intensities were averaged 
by projection of individual virus segments down the long 
axis. The orientation of each segment was refined by 
cross-correlation (Steven et al., 1984) using the highly 
defocused image, which was recorded with high-dose and 
contrast. The orientation of the same segment in the 
minimally defocused image could not be refined directly, 
due to low contrast. Instead, the minimally defocused and 
high’? defocused images of the same TMV segment were 
rotationally aligned in 2 steps. First, the films were pre- 
aligned by placing each film at the same location on the 
light. box using a stationary plastic template. This prea- 
lignment was reproducible to better than @lo. but only 
accurate to about 2.0”, because of variations in the posi- 
tions of the images on the film. Second, the 2 images were 
aligned by digital analysis of the edges of the images, 
which were about 65 cm inside the edge of the film, were 
straight and had high contrast. The edges of both images 
were digitized and cross-correlated to determine the 
relative rotation of the images. The reproducibility of the 
angular alignment was better than 61’. Thereafter, TMV 
segments from the same 2 images were digitized using the 
template. digitally rotated by the proper angle to achieve 
alignment and projected down the axis. 

About 10% of the projections were discarded because 
of large deviations from mirror symmetry attributed to 
surface contamination. All remaining projections were 
aligned using cross-correlation and averaged. The 
combined projection represented an average of 55 inde- 
pendent TMV segments from a single image at 780 nm 
defocus (a combined length of -4 pm). The resolution of 
the combined projection was estimated to be 1.9 nm using 
the differential phase residual method (Frank et al., 1981). 
The resolution of the combined projection was estimated 
from the spatial frequency beyond which the phase error 
was >45”. 

(e) Image compensation 

The electron images represent certain spatial frequen- 
cies of the specimen better than others. In order to 
represent correctly all spatial frequencies, it is necessary 
to compensate for the modulation transfer functions of 
the microscope, film and digitization system. The micro- 
scope contrast transfer function (CTF) was estimated 
using the first-order theory of Erickson & Klug (1971). 



The film transfer fun&ion was estimated from the analy- 
tical representation of Downing 8r. Grano (1982). The 
recording transfer function of the CCD digitization was 
modeled b,y a sine function appropriat’e to the pixel 
dimensions (Brigham, 1973). At f8.0. the photographic 
lens of the CCD system did not, affect the image. LTnder 
our operating conditions, the film recording and digitiza- 
tion effects were small, predictable and easily comprn- 
sated (Langmore & Smith, 1992). However, the CTF has a 
dominant role in imaging and varies dramatically 
between images. Compensation for the CTF is an unmet 
challenge, especially at low spatial frequencies. 

empirical scattering probabillt)ies of different iuragt~s (‘an 
he compared, independent of i(se thickness and inc~idrnt 
electron intrnsit,y. All scatt,ering projections anti radial 
distributions shown represent absolute acaatttar’ing proh 
abilities. rxcrpt as sl)eGficbally not,ed. 

In order to compensate for the CTF we needed to 
empirically determine the value of Q. t~ht: ratio of maxi- 
mum scattering contrast to maximum phase contrast,. 
which is the only free parameter in determining the 
microscope transfer function (Erickson & Klug, 1971). We 
used a simple method adapted from Toyoshima & lTnwin 
(1988) to determine & from 2 images of t)hr same 
molecules at different defocus values. llir first determined 
thtl rat,io of the l-dimensional equatorial Fourier trans- 
forms of the combined projections of TMT- at, 780 and 
4620 nm defocus as a function of spat,ial frequencLy. The 
transforms were normalized at zero spatial frequency. W’e 
then used different values of & (from 0.06 to 0.22) t,o 
calculate the ratio of the calculated CTF at both defocus 
values. Ratios from the observed amplitudes and CTF 
were compared at a spatial frequency of 0 1 nm-I, where 
there was a peak in the empirical transform of TMV and a 
large ratio predicted between the CTFs at the 2 defocus 
values. A & value of 0.14 gave the best, agreement between 
the ratio observed in the TMV data and that predicted 
from the theoretical CTF. This value of & was used for all 
image calculations and compensations shown in this 
paper. 

The absolute scattering probabilities (<an he usrd to 
estimate the mass per unit area. using t,he throrrtical 
coefficient relating scattering cross-section to mass. i.e. 
t,he mass scattering coefficient,. S (nm’iamu). 1%~ integra- 
tion over an area or a length. this information was used to 
estimate the total mass and mass per unit length of TMV. 
By radial rrconstruc~tion using the real-space algorithm 
described by StevcAn it nl. (1984) thta scatt,ering prob 
abilities were used t’o estimate the radial mass denAirs of 
TM\‘. Tf these estimates agree with the published values 
for TMV. we can be confident that, wt. understand the 
imaging of molecules in icr. and that, rr,vo-EM has the 
potential to accauratefy determine int.ernal densities of 
biological molecules of unknown structure. 

In order to examine the theoretical effects of defocus. 
projections of TMV models were calculated at different 
defocus. Cylindrically averaged models were projected, 
Fourier transformed, multiplied by the t’heoretical C‘TF 
and reverse-transformed. Model resolution was reduced t,o 
that of the data (1.9 nm) by imposing a bell-shaped low 
pass filter that had a value of unity for spatial frequencies 
less than 056 nrn-’ . and a value of 0.01 at 0.77 nrn-‘. 

In order to compensate the observed image intensities, 

Table 1 is a summary of the theoretical mass scatStering 
coefficients of ice and biological material in vacauum and 
in vitreous ice. caontaining averages over all thr atoms of 
each type of molecule. The molecular cross-sec:t,ions werti 
calculated as described above and by Langmore bi Smith 
(1992). The mass scattering coefficients were calculated b> 
dividing the molecular cross-sections t)y t.he rnolac~ufar 
masses. In all csases TO t)o 8C)?,> of’ the scatt,ering is 
inelastic. Of course thr magnitude of the scattering coeffl- 
cients in icr are substantially less than in va(‘uum. due to 
t,he exclusion of solvent from t,he molecular volumes. The 
mass scattering coefficients art’ almost intirpendrnt of 
specimen c*omposition in vacuum, hut arc’ specimen- 
dependent in ice owing to the differrnc*rs in molec~ular 
density. In ice. (xlastic: scattering from nucleic, acids is 
predicted t,o ht. more than t\s ic,v ah great as from protein. 
whereas inelastic, scatt,ering is similar froni tile 2 
molecules. Thus, rnergv filt,ration shoultf not only great I! 
increase the probabiiith of scattering from t’rozetl- 
hydrated molecules, hut also decrease the tlependencr 
upon molecular composition. 

Fourier transforms of the experimental projections were Table 1 also shows the predict,ed scattering amplitudes 
divided by the theoretical CTF and reverse-transformed. of protein and nucleic acid in vacuum and in ice. which 
The resulting compensated projection was convert,ed from show that the phase contrast (which is proportional to 
image intensity, I(X), to scattering probability, P(X), scattering amplitude) is the least dependent of specimen 
using the equation P(s) = -In [r(~)/I~(c)]. where I(Z) is composition. From the predicted ratios on scattering 
the projected image intensity (see above) and Z,(X) is the cross-sec.t,ion t,o amplitude, it, is expected t,hat the ratio of 
estimated intensit,y of the Ice background, interpolated 
from the image intensities surrounding the TMV. The 

scattering to phase contrast depends upon the physical 
nature of the specimen (Erickson 8: Klug, 1971 ). 

Table 1 
Theoretical mass scattering coeflicients 

M&CUlC 

Ice 
Protein 
NaRNA 
N&DNA 

Density 
(g/cd 

0.92 
1.33 
I.89 
1.79 

VaCUUtll Ice 

se, x 106 Sine, x I Ob s,,, x 106 f(0) x IO2 s,, x lo6 Sine, X lo6 s,,, x 1 o6 f(0) x 102 
(nm2/amu) (nm2/amu) (nm’iamu) (nmjamu) (nm’jamu) (nm’jamu) (nm’/amu) (nm/amu) 

4.24 10.03 1427 1.91 
4.13 11.10 1523 2.32 1.19 4.16 ,535 0.99 
4.58 10.75 1533 2.12 251 587 8.38 I.19 
442 10.39 1481 2.08 2.24 524 7.48 I.10 

S,,, excess elastic mass scattering coefficient. 
Sine,r excess inelatic mass scattering coefficient. 
S,,,, total excess mass scattering coefficient. 
f(O), excess electron scattering amplitude at zero angle 
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Figure 1. (‘omparison of the equatorial Fourier trans- 
form of the model at 1.0 nm resolution (----) with the 
equatorial X-ray scattering amplitudes calculated from 
Caspar (1956) (----~). Comparison of the observed and 
predicted X-ray Fourier amplitudes gave a crystallo- 
graphic R factor of 005 at 2.0 nm resolution and 0.1 at 
I.0 nm resolution. where R = C~F,,,s-E’,,,,(/~ F,,,. 
Fourier amplitudes were normalized to unity at zero 
spaGal frequency. 

There aw 3 potential sources of experimental error in 
our mass measurements: measurement of magnification: 
fiber tilt: and electron-induced mass loss. Use of the 
helical repeat of TMV to determine local magnification 
minimizes magnificat,ion error to <3%. Foreshortening of 
tilted TMV molerules would have increased the scattering 
per unit, length. This effect would have been noticed. 
because tilt. would make an apparent change in the 
magnification. Mass loss due to radiation damage could 
affect the electron scattering from TMV. At room 
temperature t,he mass loss from dry TMV is about 300/b 
after a dose of 606 rlectrons/nm’ at 70 keV (Lamvik & 
Langmore. 1977). At liquid nitrogen temperat’ure the 
mass loss from dry TMV is about 1 o/o after the same dose 
(Wall & Hainfeld. 1986). Mass loss for molecules in 
vitreous ire has never been carefully measured. but our 
preliminary results show less than a 5 % loss in scattering 
from frozen-hydrated TMV during a dose of 3600 elec- 
tronsjnm2 (not shown). 

3. Results 

(a) Validity qf thp TM V modeling 

To test, the validity of the computer model, an 
electron density map of TMV was built and used to 
predict, equatorial X-ray scattering in liquid water. 
Figure 1 compares the equatorial Fourier trans- 
form of the model wit’h the equatorial X-ray scat- 
tering amplit,udes calculated from Caspar (1956). 
The amplitudes agreed very well to 2.0 nm resolu- 
tion, with a crystallographic R factor of 0.05, 
confirming that the TMV model is valid to at least 
2.0 nm resolution. The R factor increased to 0.10 
when spatial frequencies to 1.0 nrn-’ were included. 

(b) Effects of resolution and defocus uport calculated 
rlectron images and reconstructions 

Cryo-EM images were calculated at different 
resolution and defocus values in order to simulate 
the effects of the CTF on the images. The effect of 

Figure 2. Predicted radial electron scattering density 
distributions of frozen-hydrated TMV at different resolu- 
tion. Resolut.ion limit is O-5 nm (--) or 1.9 nm (----). 

resolution is shown in Figure 2. At 0.5 nm resolu- 
tion, the predicted TMV radial reconstruct’ion has 
five dist.inct density maxima, and relatively flat 
solvent density at the center and edge. However, at 
1.9 nm resolution, the reconstruction has only four 
peaks due to the merging of two high-resolution 
maxima. As expected from the representat,ion of the 
object by Bessel functions, the resolution limit most 
affects the center of the reconstruction, where a 
large spurious peak is created. Nevertheless, the 
low-resolution reconstruction has the major features 
of TMV. Further comparisons of the theoretical 
radial densit,y distributions wit.h the experimental 
reconstructions are at 1.9 nm resolution. 

The effects of the CTF on the projections from 
model TMV images are demonstrated in Figure 3(a) 
to (d) for defocus values of - 100, 30, 100 (Scherzer. 
1949) and 780 nm. In each case, the first zero of the 
CTF is outside the resolution limit of 1.9 nm, yet 
minimal overfocus or underfocus substantially 
modifies the images. The effects are much more 
dramatic at the defocus values of 1 to 3 ,um 
commonly used for eryo-EM. 

The significant effects of the CTF are evident in 
the radial reconstructions of the TMV, shown in 
Figure 3(e) to (h). Even at the Scherzer (1949) 
defocus peak magnitudes are significantly altered. 
Therefore, t,o correctly obtain quantitative informa- 
tion from cryo-EM images, the images must be 
recorded very near focus, or the CTF must be 
compensated. Collection of data very close to focus 
is impractical in cryo-EM, because the very low 
image contrast (and hence low signal-to-noise ratio) 
make image analysis problematic. We conclude that 
the data must be recorded with significant defocus 
and compensated for the CTF. 

(0) .Iccuracy of the compensated ifmages and 
radial reconstructions 

The ability to compensate the CTF by simple 
first-order theory is well known (Erickson & Klug. 
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Figure 4. Lou-dosr bright-tield image of energy-filtered frozen-hydrated TM\’ at 780 nm defocus. Inwt is a calwlatwl 
Fourier transform of a 100 nrn segment af TMV. The bar represents 50 nm. 

1971: li:rickson. 1971). However, the fidelity of the 
cotnprnsated images has never been proven experi- 
mentally for biological molecules of known struc- 
ture, Thus. it is important that the compensated 
TMV images be compared t.o the atomic st’ructure of 
TMV. Typical TMV images at 780 nm defocus, and 
a representative Fourier transform are given in 
Figure 4. The strong helical transform confirms that 
the particles have remained well-ordered in both the 
equatorial and meridional directions. 

The (‘TF at 780 nm defocus calculated from the 
first)-order theory is given in Figure 5(a). The 
empirical value for t,he parameter Q was determined 
to be 0.14 by comparing the images at 780 and 
4620 nm defocus (Materials and Methods). The 
equatorial Four& amplitudes from the calculated 
and empirical rryo-EM images before and after CTF 
compensation were compared in order to t’est the 
validity of the first-order theory in predicting the 
CTF. (‘omparison of the Fourier transform of the 
model with that of the image at 780 nm defocus is 
given in Figure 5(b). The large differences between 
the relative peak heights illustrate the necessity for 
compensation. After compensation (Fig. 5(c)), the 
agreement between the model and experimental 
Fourier transform is excellent, with a crystallo- 
graphic K factor of 0.12. The extremely low R factor 
reflects the accuracy of the model and scat’tering 
calculations, and the adequacy of the first-order 
theory to compensate the images from very low 
spatial frequencies to the resolution limit of 1-9 nm. 

Tn order to test the sensitivity of image compen- 
sation t,o the det,ails of compensation, the R factor 
was calculated after compensation with a range of 
values of Q, shown in Figure 6. The R factor is a 
minimum for 0.13 <Q <O.17, with substantial 

degradation of the fit between model and clomperl- 
sated image outside that range. 

Proje&ed scattering probabilities of TM V before 
and after (‘TF compensation, and t,hrL predicted 
projection at the same resolution are given in Figure 
7. There is little resemblance between t,he projection 
obtained from the defocused image data and that 
predicted t heoret,ically. The project,ion obtained 
aft,er csompensation. however, closely resembles t)he 
theoretical projection, confirming that the cornpen- 
sated images caorrectly represent the tnolecaular 
st,rucl urf’. 

(tl) A hxolutr scattering probability and nmss 
per unit length, 

The data in Figure 7(b) can also bca ceompared to 
determine how well the absolute scatt,ering from 
TMV agrees with the predictions based on the model 
and t,he t,heoretical mass scattering coefficients that 
have been summarized in Table 1. The integrated 
scattering probabilities (scattering cross-section per 
unit length) were 0.75 and 0.73 nm for the cryo-EM 
data and model, respectively. Thus, thp empirica,] 
mass scattering coefficient was only 2.5?;, greater 
than that predicted. Use of the predicted average 
mass scattering c0efficient.s for protein a.nd RNA 
given in Table I also results in an integrated scat- 
tering probability of 0.73 nm, assuming 95oi, pro- 
tein, 5% RNA and a mass per unit length of 131.1 
kDa/nm (2130 identical protein subunits of 
molecular weight 17,500; 3 ribonucleotides/subunit; 
300 nm in length). Presumably, Table I could be 
used to determine the absolute mass, mass per unit 
length and mass densities of unknown biological 
molecules in vitreous ice. 
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Figure 5. Observed and predicted equatorial Fourier 
amplitudes of frozen-hydrated TMV. (a) Calculated CTF 
at 780 nm defocus assuming & = @14. (b) Fourier trans- 
form of the observed image with 780 nm defocus (-----); 
Fourier transform of the predicted scattering from TMV 
(----). (c) Fourier transform of the observed image after 
CTF compensation ( ); Fourier transform of the 
predicted scattering from TMV (----). The calculated R 
factor was 0.12. Fourier amplitudes were normalized to 
unity at zero spatial frequency. 
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Figure 7. Wects of CTF compensation on projections 
of frozen-hydrated TMV. (a) Observed scattering prob- 
abilities of TMV at 780 nm defocus. (b) Comparison of t.he 
observed scattering probabilities after CTF compensation 
(---). and the predicted scattering probabilities (----) at 
I.9 nm resolution. 
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Radius (nm) 
(a) 

Radius (nm) 
(b) 

Figure 8. Differences between weighting atoms by scat- 
tering amplitude and cross-section. (a) Comparison of the 
observed radial scat,tering densities calculated from the 
CTF-compensated scattering probabilities in Fig. 7 (--). 
and the densit’ies predicted by elastic scattering ampli- 
tude (----). (b) Comparison of the observed radial seat- 
tering densities calculated from the CTF-compensated 
scattering probabilities in Fig. 7 (---), and the distribu- 
tion predicted by cross-section (----) at 1.9 nm resolution. 

(e) (‘rye-EM density reconstructions 

The empirical scattering probabilities shown in 
Figure 7(h) were reconstructed into radial density 
distributions using the method of Steven et al. 
(1984). and are shown in Figure 8(a) and (b). The 
electron scattering density depends upon the sum of 
the phase cont’rast, elastic scattering contrast and 
inelastic scattering contra.&, each of which has a 
slightly different dependence upon atomic composi- 
t’ion (e.g. Table 1). Tmage compensation assumes 
that, both the phase and scat,tering contrast from 
each atom type are proportional to the elastic scat- 
tering amplit’ude of that atom. We wondered 
whether the relative weighting of different atoms in 
the image are best predicted by elastic scattering 
amplitude (Fig. 8(a)) or total (elastic plus inelastic) 
scattering int’ensity (Fig. 8(b)). At 1.9 nm resolu- 
tion, both theoretical and experimental distribu- 
tions have peaks at, 2.5, 4.2. 6.0, and 7.5 nm radius 
and havrb central holes of -2 nm radius. The 

0.8 

0.0 

0 4 
Radiu8, hn) 

12 16 

Figure 9. Comparison of predicted mass densities with 
experimental and predicted scattering densities of TMV 
at I.9 nm resolution. Predicted radial mass densities (- ); 
predicted radial scattering densities (----): CTF-compen- 
sated radial scattering densities (--). The comparison of 
Fourier transforms of observed scattering densities and 
predicted mass densities gave an R factor of 0.12. 

relative contributions of RNA and protein are best 
represented by the calculation based on scattering 
amplitudes, presumably due to the predominance of 
phase contrast. Thus, it seems better to use scat- 
tering amplitudes (as done throughout this paper) 
rather than the intensity of elastic and inelastic 
scatt,ering to predict the images. 

How are t,he reconstructions of the elrct.ron scat- 
tering densities related to the mass densities of 
TMV! Figure 9 compares the predict,ed radial mass 
densities, predicted radial scattering densities, and 
the experimental radial scattering densities. The 
peaks at, 2.6, 4.2, 6.0 and 7.5 nm radius can be 
attributed to a series of reverse t.urns, the RNA, the 
LS, RS. RR. and LR helices. and the C helix 
(Namba et al., 1989). The scattering densities from 
the compensated cryo-EM data appear to be a valid 
representation of the radial mass density distribu- 
tion of both RNA and protein. 

4. Discussion 

(a) C’ompter modeling of T.M 1. 

The validity of our TMV model depends upon the 
accuracy of the atomic co-ordinates and the choice 
of solvent structure. Because the X-ray data were 
good t.o 029 nm (Namba et al., 1989), the atomic co- 
ordinates should he capable of modeling our images 
at 1.9 nm resolution. However, because of extremely 
high temperature factors, the four (:-terminal 
residues were not; included in t.he published map 
(Namba et al.. 1989). The absence of t.hesr residues 
in the model should result in an underestimate of 
scattering density at the outer edge of the TMV 
where the c’ terminus is located (Namba rt al.; 
1989). and a 2’3, underestimate of the total 
scattering. 

The assumption of uniform solvent density might 
also create errors in the model. Badger & Caspar 
(1991) found a .5”6 variation in solvent density at 
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modeling the sl.rut%ure in liquid walrr at Iow 
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klodeling of energy-filtered cryo-EM images relies 
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amplitudes and intensities of the molecule and 
solvent,. Predict,ion of the molecular scatt’ering is 
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angle elastic scatt’ering should be accurateI! 
predicted. the small-angle scattering depends upon 
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Thus, the scattIering amplitudes from solids at. small 
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from single atoms. In addition. the inelastic WOSS- 
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Modeling of the solvent is another potential 
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chromatic aberration, the inelastically scattered 
electrons are always defocused, moving a fraction of 
their number t,o different places in the image, 
creating scattering contrast. The fraction of the 
inelastic scattering that is utilized in the image will 
depend upon spatial frequency and defocus. The use 
of energy filtration insures that all of the inelastic 
scattering is used to form contrast, thus increasing 
the amount of scattering contrast relative to that 
found without energy filtration. In addition, Q 
should depend upon ice thickness for energy-filtered 
images (and for unfiltered images as well). The 
dependence upon ice thickness will result from t’he 
fact that in thicker ice the increased amount of 
inelast,io scattering and multiple elastic scattering 
reduces phase contrast. This can be seen as failure of 
the “weak-phase-weak-amplitude” approximation. 

((1) Radial density analysis and mass 
quantitation by cryo-EM 

Quantitation of mass and mass density by cryo- 
EM has certain advantages over bulk solution 
methods such as low-angle X-ray scattering, which 
is a traditional way to measure the average mass 
and mass per unit length in aqueous environments. 
Bulk solution methods are subject to misinterpre- 
t,ation due to errors in measurement of concentra- 
tion, specimen aggregation, molecular flexibility, 
and het.erogeneity in size, shape and mass. In 
contrast, EM imaging allows individual molecules to 
be measured and relationships to be established 
between different parameters. For example. 
molecules having uniform diameters, high axial 
ratios. and no observable aggregation can be 
selected for study. and correlations determined 
between parameters such as size and molecular 
weight. diameter and mass per unit length, morpho- 
logical features and density, etc. 

Until recently, STEM has offered clear advan- 
tages over the conventional electron microscope for 
quantitative studies of unstained biological 
molecules. The high contrast and high signal-to- 
noise ratios of dark-field imaging made STEM ideal 
for quantitstion of total mass and mass per unit 
length. However. dehydration of the specimens has 
limited STEM resolution to 2 to 4 nm, thereby 
making analysis of internal densities problematic. 
Ilnfortunately, frozen-hydrated molecules cannot 
be imaged with significant contrast in STEM, due to 
t,he difficulty in forming phase contrast. To obtain 
high-resolution images with significant contrast, it 
is necessary t’o use bright -field cryo-EM. Potential 
applications arts t’he measurement of molecular 
weight, mass per unit, length and three-dimensional 
densities of proteins, nucleic acids and lipids. Rela- 
tively high cont,rast and high signal-to-noise ratios 
can be obtained from low-dose defocused cryo-EM 
images, wit,h further improvements possible by 
energy filtration. 

STEM has been used to determine the radial 
density distribut’ion of frozen-dried TMV. by selec- 
tion of molecules that appeared well preserved bj 

the criterion of agreement between the expected and 
observed internal densities (Steven et al.. 1984), or 
by selection of all images with reasonable mirror 
svmmetry (Smith et al.. 1990). Neither peak posi- 
tions nor intensities of those reconstructions agree 
with our TMV model (Langmore & Smith, 1992), 
presumably due to distortions during freeze drying. 
Lepault (1985) used a phase-contrast bright-field 
image to determine the radial density distribution 
of frozen-hydrated TMV. That reconstruction did 
not resemble the predicted scattering density distri- 
bution presented here, presumably due to the fact 
that no corrections for the CTF were performed. Jn 
another study of frozen-hydrated TMV, Jeng et al. 
(1989) did not show or use the low spaGal frequency 
informa.tion from the images due to their inability 
to compensate for the CTF. Their density maps, 
derived from X-ray scat’tering and electron images, 
seem to over-emphasize density at, high radius 
compared t,o the X-ray density maps. 

Our caryo-EM analyses of frozen-hydrated TMV 
havr shown that compensation for the CTF results 
in a density reconstruction that agrees quanti- 
tatively wit’h the atomic model and achieves higher 
resolution than t.he STEM analysis. It was also 
shown that the scattering densities from the CTF- 
compensated cryo-EM data accurately represent the 
mass density of protein and nucleic acid. Thus. we 
are confident that CTF compensation of experi- 
mental images c+a.n lead to accurate reconstructions 
of the absolut*e mass densities of frozen-hydrated 
proteins and nucleic acids. Although our experi- 
ments focused on one-dimensional rec*onstructions 
of the density as a function of radius. the conclu- 
sions are applicable to reconstructions in three 
dimensions. 
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